1 **Super Mario Bros.** There was no way Kansas alumnus and *Golfdom* EIC Seth Jones was going to turn down an invitation to Miami Heat guard (and former Jayhawk) Mario Chalmers’ charity golf tournament and VIP mixer. The event benefitted Lawrence (Kan.) Memorial Hospital as well as Ronald McDonald House of Northeast Kansas.

2 **Driver’s drive** The R.J. National, profiled in this issue (see page 24,) may be a short three-hole par-9 course, but that doesn’t mean it lacks bite. Just ask Ransomes Jacobsen’s Peter Driver, who was forced to hit his second shot from this jungle.

3 **Golf in the fast lane** *Golfdom* attended the BASF Innovations Summit at Pinehurst Resort in North Carolina recently. Who did we see coming off No. 18 of Pinehurst No. 2? None other than racing royalty in Danica Patrick (second from left) and her boyfriend, fellow NASCAR driver Ricky Stenhouse Jr. (far left,) pictured along with Eileen Sarro, BASF’s communications manager, specialty products and Brian Thompson, BASF strategic accounts manager.

4 **Science fair champs** Adam Rusciolelli, VP of product development for Spectrum Technologies, and Dave Stahulak, product development intern, stand next to the prototype of the new TruFirm. Remember the kids who always won the science fair? That was Adam and Dave.

5 **Time for one more?** If you know Seth, you know he always has “time for one more.” Lucky for him, Danica and Ricky had time for one more photo before leaving Pinehurst. And in case you’re wondering if Seth is that tall or if Danica is that short? Seth claims to be 6’3”, but his ego is much taller.